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1 Mass submit records for approval
Do your users regularly have to submit records for approval, such as orders, expenses, or
time entries? This can be a time-consuming task when this needs to be done one by one.
Enhanced Approval Requests Pro now has a solution to submit multiple records in one go
for approval, saving submitters repetitive work and a lot of time!
As an administrator, you can create a custom button and make it available for list views on
any standard or custom object, for which you have an approval process configured. Users
can select up to 200 records and click this “Submit for Approval” button. A modal opens and
the app checks which of the selected records can be submitted. It might be that some of the
records don’t meet the submission criteria or already are in an approval process. For those
records that can’t be submitted, the reason is displayed in the modal. Check chapter 9 of
the installation guide to make this functionality available for your users.
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2 View submitted approval requests
Users who have submitted records for approval, can now view their pending, approved, or
rejected approval requests. They can easily view information, such as the status, the
number days pending and to whom requests are assigned. They can also see relevant details
of the related records and apply (quick) filters if needed. As an administrator, you can easily
configure the desired list views and corresponding (default) filter settings. See chapter 7 of
the installation guide for the configuration of these list views.

3 Mass recall submitted approval requests
Did a user submit many records for approval, and afterwards realize that something was
forgotten? No problem. A user can now easily recall pending submitted approval requests,
using the Recall mass action.

4 View record details in a popover
As an approver you like to know the details of an approval request, before you approve or
reject the item. With the standard Salesforce approval functionality, an approver needs to
click on an approval request, click further to the record, and then finally can see the
information needed. With Enhanced Approval Requests Pro, this cumbersome work is not
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needed anymore! Approvers can simply hover over a request or any lookup field in the
approval requests table or component and see the relevant detail in a popover. This is
especially handy in case of a list view showing items of different target object types. An
administrator can easily configure the fields to be shown, using compact layouts.

5 View and manage all approval requests as an administrator
Users with the View All Data permission, such as system administrators, now have the
possibility to view and approve, reject, reassign, or recall approval requests assigned to or
submitted by any user. This can be handy to keep an eye on the pending approval requests
and to prevent that they fall into obscurity. Simply open the quick filters panel and check
the box “Any User” under “Assigned To” or “Submitted By”. (Note: this checkbox is not
visible for users without the View All Data permission enabled.)
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6 Navigate to the approval request page
Approver or submitters can now easily navigate to an approval request page from an item in
the table or component. This is possible via the action dropdown menu. Alternatively, as an
administrator, you can configure the navigation behavior of the clickable link in the Related
To column. By default, it links to the detail page of the related record. It’s now also possible
to configure that it links to the approval request page instead. (Note: submitters will
navigate to the approval history page, since there may exist multiple approval request work
items.) Please refer to chapter 8 of the installation guide to change this default navigation
behavior.

7 Change list view of component on (home)pages
Often an approval manager is responsible for one or just a few different approval processes
and wants to have a quick overview of the items to approve. Also, a submitter might want
to quickly track the submitted items on the home page. As an administrator, via the App
Builder, you can now add one or more approval requests components on a Lightning
(home)page, and for each of them specify the list view. In combination with the standard
Component Visibility filter, you can make a specific approval requests component visible
only for the relevant users. See chapter 5 of the installation guide for the configuration of
the component, using the App Builder.
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8 Performance improvements
8.1 Navigation
We have optimized the navigation from and to the approval request page or component.
Clicking a link from and navigating back to the approval requests page or component now
goes with the speed of light!

8.2 Mobile compatibility
Do approval managers in your organization often use the Salesforce mobile app? Viewing
and approving or rejecting approval requests is very intuitive on mobile. Simply swipe an
item right to approve or left to reject. Users can easily switch between the different active
list views and view all the relevant details of a request. Enhanced Approval Requests Pro is
now fully compatible with the latest Salesforce version.

8.3 Layout improvements
Some small layout improvements have been implemented to make the look and feel even
more “Lightning”!
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